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Over a year has passed since omega Dallas Holland separated from his abusive mate. While there

have been challenges, he feels like he's finally starting to heal and move on. But his quiet life takes

an abrupt turn when a new alpha drives into town with a young and hurting omega in tow. Things

get even more interesting when his mother invites the alpha and his ward to stay at their home.

Despite his resolution to stay away from shifters, he can't help but be drawn to the alpha's kind

nature.Haunted by a past failure, Gabriel Walker has devoted his life to helping omegas find better

lives. His latest rescue, Leo, takes him to the small community of Frog Lake. While Gabriel's first

and foremost priority is to take care of his charge, he can't seem to fight the growing attraction to the

shy and awkward omega with a love for art, and the determination to make a better life.When

coincidence and circumstance keep pushing these two together, will Dallas learn to trust again? Will

Gabriel let himself be happy?
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This was very much the story of someone coming back from the trauma of abuse and finding love. I

do feel that it's important to read the first book in the series before this one. Dallas was introduced in



Winter's Heat, the first book in the series, where he was running from his abusive alpha and then

worked with Simon to break his bond. He is still very jumpy with a clear case of PTSD. Enter Gabriel

who is a real white knight and you have a natural fits. I have to say that this presents almost like a

fated mates kind of thing without being that explicitly. Right from the very beginning they are drawn

to each other and daydreaming of not just sex but a future together. They are encouraged in their

affections by a few matchmakers but seem a little clueless for a while to keep the story going. It's a

bit of a stretch to see Dallas completely recovered so quickly after some good sex and loving

attention, but that's where we have to allow for some narrative condensing. I really liked the

peripheral characters of Maddie (Dallas's mom) and Leo (Gabriel's latest rescued omega and

reason for him being in Frog Pond). I bet/hope Leo will get his own story soon. This is shaping up to

be a very nice series!

Excited about this new author and the books and this series so fun. This was a great read and a

good book plot. It picked up where the last book ended and it showed all the other characters it was

exciting to read. And so many things can come from this story the author introduced other omegas,

more alphas and so many possibilities that can come from this. I am excited to see where this series

will go from here next and can't wait to see what comes out next. This story is a must read and a

great series with love, fighting, and happiness.

I fell in love with the first book Winter's Heat and I was anxiously awaiting book two and wondering

how it would be and what couple will be shown. It didn't disappoint. I loved it! Don't want to give

away any spoilers but all I'll say is that the sex scenes are GOOD! Very good plot! I love the

author's writing. There is a small preview of Ruby Nox next installment in the series by the end of

the book called Raven's Baby. Can't wait for that one either!

So I read Winter Heat and since this story is on KU, I decided to read this one. In this world shifters

and humans are alphas and omegas. So alphas are typically dominate and don't care if they hook

up with a human omega or shifter. If the pair bonds, the alpha has complete control. .. Which means

his brutal nature comes out. It's a vicious circle where alphas take advantage and omegas

suffer.Gabriel (lion shifter alpha) steps up to help abused omegas, pulling them away from their

situation. Along the way he meets Dallas (human omega). They bond over art and share a deep

attraction that becomes so much more. What's interesting is the town Dallas lives in has a lot of

various shifters and they all get along.Now, I like justice. An alpha that kills his omega, especially a



pregnant omega. . . I expected a, "You killed that alpha, right?" And Gabe would get a satisfied look

in his eyes and say, "Do you expect anything less?" That alpha needed to be held accountable as

do all the other abusers. I wanted to see what this society is doing with out of control alphas,

because at this point, nothing is done. This series should be more than rescuing a few omegas

even though that is important. Those same alphas will just pick up another person and start the

process all over again. So yes. I would like to see that aspect of this world where justice is

served.Anyway it was a relaxing read, pretty standard alpha and omega story, under 100 pages, a

few typos, but nice flow. - Dan's Wife

This story picks up shortly after the first book in the series ends....OK, so it's a few months; that's

not a terribly long time! The characters have changed and grown, and the focus now is on a

character who was secondary in the first book. The story is excellent, and began in such a way as

to misdirect your attention very effectively. Thank you for a delightful read, Ruby...I'm definitely

looking forward to book three!

Ruby Nox has done it again. This title was just as good as the first, I am really loving this series.

When does the next one come out? Patiently waiting. I recommend this to anybody that loves your

shifter stories with a little angst and a definite happy ever after ending.

I really enjoyed this book though not as good as the 1st one. I am glad we could see the story of

Dallas, he deserves someone great and that someone is Gabriel. However each character has a

dark past that prevents them from connecting with each other. And once I found out about the

mistake that Gabriel had done, I actually had to pause the book because I found Gabriel guilty. This

is a first for me, I had to remind myself of the goods things that Gabriel has done before I continued

and finished this book. I patiently wait to see how the next book turns out!

I don't normally like writing book reviews because tastes can be so subjective. But this book was

such a breath of fresh air. I loved it! I loved the characters and the plot. I was surprised at how much

fun it was and gave me an old fashioned romance feeling. I especially loved how I thought it was

going to head in a cliche too stupid to live big misunderstanding trope and it didn't. It just did not

disappoint me at all. Can't wait to read more from this author. If you enjoy a fun shifter mm romance

then you should enjoy this.
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